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Abstract 

The cross-sections of the weak production of different kinds of 
neutral heavy leptons in e - e" collisions are calculated and their signatures 
are studied. A possible electromagneticproduction of neutral heavy leptons 
is also considered 
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Recently energetic trimuon events were observed in the neutrino-

nuclecn collisions at Fennilab '. Many authors suggested 2^ that these events 

may be produced in the leptonic vertex through a cascade decay of a charged 

heavy lepton and its neutral one. The existence of neutral heavy leptons is 

also suggested 3^ by the cosmic ray experiments at Colar Gold Mines ' 

From a theoretical point of view a possible violation of the muon number 

conservation may suggest the existence of neutral heavy leptons . Most of 

the recently proposed gauge models assume indeed such neutral heavy leptons. 

All these arguments sir^rasts the need for a detailed analysis of the production 

of these leptons in electron-positron collisions. 

The possibilities for the coupling of the neutral heavy leptons 

proposed by the different models can be grouped in the following three cases : 

a) The neutral heavy lep^on (L ) does not contribute to any charged 

current formed with the ordinary lvtons, electron and muon or any 

neutral current with the usual neutrinos, electronic or anionic ones. 

b) The neutral heavy lepton (T°) is mixed with the neutrinos and contri

butes to a charged current formed with electron and / or muon» but 

with a very small coupling constant. 

c) The neutralheavy lepton (E , tT) enters right-handed charged currents 

built with electron and / or muon. 
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Case a L can only be produced in the electron-positron collisions 
through a neutral current, that is, a diagram of the type (Fig. 1(a)). Then, 
if its mass m is smaller than the mass m of its charged partner, it is a 

L° L -

stable particle and no indication will appear in the detectors, but if m < m 
L~ L 

the L will be stable and L will decay into L and electron or one muon or 
hadrons. 

(b) 

FIGURE 1 

Considering the general case with the neutral current J having the form 

J,W = e(x) yV « - G' Y 5) e(x) L°(x) Y U(G „ - G' Y S) L°(x) 
L° L" 

(0 

with I G' I »|G | we find the following d i f f e ren t i a l c ross-sect ion in 

the c m . system 

/ I iTf y j 
+ A+ I 1 - Y ' " - V cos 6 1 (2) 

d(-cos 6) 2 5 

where G z is the neutral coupling constant corresponding to the Fermi one G. 
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E Che electron energy in the c m system, 6 the angle between the electron and 

the L direction and 

. . 2 , , 2 
< G G ± G G ) + ( G G ± G G „ ) 

e L° e L° e L° e L° 

The total cross-section is 

GZ

2(A++AJ 2 / \l \ " 2 / V \ 

•.--LTrV--«2('"JrJ ("^J 

(3) 

M 

In Fig. Ï we plot the ratio R = —~z + for different values of the 
L° a(e e~ •* y t o 

m in the particular case of a V-A neutral current, that is, A + • 8, A_ =0 and 

G F 6 ) 

G - y , which is valid for a naive SU(2) B U(l) gauge model . We see that 

while R remains negligible for /s <20 GeV it increases rapidly for higher 
L° 

energies but at these energies corrections of the finite mass of the neutral 

intermediate boson have to be considered. 

Case b ; While in the previous case we have to assume m > m _ in order 

to have a decaying neutral heavy lepton, in the present case it may always decay 

into ordinary leptons- If m < m , which is the most natural case, its 
L° L" 

life-time will be long, because of the small mixing with the neutrinos. The 

branching ratios of the different modes of decay will be analogous to the ones 

of the charged heavy lepton found in reference (7), that isr 

r (Lw H- £j + l 2 + \ ) % ) : r<L
u -» %x + hadrons) * 0.2 : 0.6 (5) 

where £., i„ are electrons or muons. 
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Because of the smallnes of the coupling constant of the weak charged 
current between L and ordinary leptons it will be effectively produced through 
a neutral current, that is, a diagram of the type Fig. 1(b) does not contribute, 
and all the formulas, given in case a, are also valid in this case. The signature 
of the production of such a pair of heavy leptons will be the production of four 
charged ordinary leptons,of which the production rate will increase rapidly with 
energy. The number of electrons and muons depends on the particular model, that 
is, on the lepton numbers carried by the neutral heavy lepton. 

Cass ç : This is the general case of the "naive" vector-like models 
where the neutral current of the charged particles are purely vectorial, that is, 
it conserves parity. The production of E° - Ë° takes place through either 
diagrams of Fig. ]. In the intresting case where the E - e charged current is 
right-handed (V + A) and the neutral current is as given by equation CO with G'= 0 
and G 0 « - G* 0* 1 ve find a differential cross-section similar to the one of 
equation (2) 

The total cross section in the c m . system is 

G2, GG_ G „ \ 2 , •; '\o 1/2 
°cm-3r(*--§f * - ^ > S 2 0-^)(-^-) (7) 

r Up 4 E b 

From the decay of an E into an electron and a positron or a positive muon we 
see that the signature of the production of an E - E pair in the e - e 
collisions will be the emergence of four leptons from which the two ones must 
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be an electron and a positron. As in the previous cases the production rate 
of the four leptons will increase rapidly vith energy. 

Another intresting possiî ility in this case is the production of only 
9) one neutral heavy lepton and one electronic neutrino according to the 

diagrams of fig. 3 

(a) Cb) 

FIGURE 3 

The differential cross-section will be 

2 2 2G 2,E 2 

d(-cos 9) (1 -
. 2 

4E 2 
(8) 

If E and E decay leptonically we will have e •*• e" -*• e + u + v + v and 

V respectively.We see that the signature is analogous e + e -*-e + u + V 
to the electromagnetic production and leptonic decay of two charged heavy leptons 
of the sequential type , but in the latter case the missing energy is carried 
by three neutrinos instead of two ones in the present case. From fig. 2 
we see that the e y events of neutral heavy lepton origin are negligible. For 
a center of mass energy up to 30 GeV they are just about 1/10 of the e~u~ events 
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of charged heavy lepton origin. 

Up to now only the possibility of the direct production of neutral heavy 

leptons has been considered but, there is also the case where they appear through 

the decay of charged heavy leptons produced electronagnetically, that is 

L 

L -*- L + e (u ) + V e(V ) 

-*-L° + e"(u") + V (Vtl) 

(9) 

in this case six ordinary leptons have to emerge, and because of the electroma

gnetic production of L - L their production rate is much higher than the 

production rate of four leptons of cases a,b,c,so we expect to see the six 

lepton signature of the neutral heavy lepton earlier than thie four-lepton one. 

A speculation : We saw that in low energies the conventional production rate 

of a neutral heavy lepton is very low. For example in the case of a neutral 

heavy lepton of mass m î ' G e V a C t n e t Qtal energy of 10 GeV we have 

a(e e +]i|J ) 

(10) 

So one cannot expect to see four lepton production at these energieswith the 

current statistics but there is the following intrèsting possibility. In a 

previous work studying the limits of the impulse approximation and of 

electrodynamics we pointed out that if the leptons have a substructure, it 

will firstly appear in the heavy leptons, till in their threshold energies. 
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This hypothesis implies that the contribution of a heavy lepton to the ratio 

R « e + e _ a rons) ^ ^ b e different than one unit and that a neutral heavy 
0(e e" + V p~) 

lepton may also be produced electromagnetically in complete analogy to the 
production mechanism of neutral hadronB. That is,we may generally assume that 
the cross-section has the form 

0 (e+ e"-L°L°> -A 2 ^4 «» 

where X depends on the structure of the neutral heavy lepton and the energy. 
2 He will have R Q ^ ; A which permits a much higher four-lepton production rate 

than the one given by the conventional processes. 

1 indebt to Professor J. LEITE LOPES for reading the manuscript and 
making uBefull suggestions. 
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Fig. 2 

q(e e •» L"L' oro 
The ratio R_o = " 

X - + - + 
a(e e •* v Y 

as a function of the total cm. 

for different L" masses 


